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 Home - NESIFORUMNESIFORUM2019-02-20T18:40:26+02:00The NESI Forum (Wellbeing Economy and Social Innovation) has the vision of co-creating a more sustainable, collaborative, fair and democratic economic model. Investing in cryptocurrencies is a good option for economic growth. Effective trading strategies can bring better results in trading, enhancing the financial stability. Traders can also try bitcoin robots if they want to improve their trading performance. Check https://kryptoszene.de/bitcoin-robot/bitalpha-ai/ to learn more about bitcoin robots. Our values and mission are reflected in the NESI Charter of Malaga, a document co-created by the main networks with a clear goal:
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 Sign the NESI Charter and join us!






Latest News


	10 proposals for the 10 challenges of Davos At a time when global civic society is [...]

	Málaga will host the second edition of NESI Global Forum, the ‘Global Forum for the New […]


	Vacancy: Communications Officer __________ Job Description: Communications officer Posted 20th February 2018 Deadline for applications: March [...]

	New economies and climate change Climate change is the greatest challenge of humanity for the present [...]

	NESI Conclusions already available! Reports of the four workshop themes can be found here.


	Local Futures is an international NGO dedicated to the renewal of community, the local economy and ecological health worldwide. Meet them at NESI!


	The Economy for the Common Good is a holistic alternative to the current economic system which will be featured at NESI Forum next month. Find out more.


	The documentary Latin America in Motion, will premiere at the Global Forum of New Economy and Social Innovation, in Malaga, Spain on April 22.


	There are lots of different ways to define success in business. BCorps focus on people and environment, that’s why we would love you to meet them at NESI!


	Transition is a manifestation of the idea that local action can change the world. Today, we are proud to introduce you to Transition Network.


	Wellbeing for all should be our goal – within the planet’s limits. Network of Wellbeing (NOW) are co-organisers of NESI Forum. This is their story!


	EESC Brussels last 16thFeb.: New economy models are not just concepts, they are real people, real entrepreneurs transforming the economy from the bottom-up.


	Inspiring, equipping and connecting people to address the world’s needs is the aim behind the projects and actions of Initiatives of Change.


	GABV believes in developing a positive, viable alternative to the current banking system as a way to fund the change to a more fair economic system.


	NESI is possible thanks to the support of a great number of partner organisations contributing to a values-based economy! Now, we introduce you to OuiShare.


	The Solidarity wave is reaching Malaga on April 2017 with the support of RIPESS EUROPE, Intercontinental Network for Promotion of Social Solidarity Economy.


	The list of confirmed speakers keeps growing. It’s now our pleasure to introduce you our latest addition: Tessa Wernink, co-founder of Fairphone. NESI looks better every time!


	We are very proud to announce that the main consumer protection organization in Spain, OCU joins the debate for a New Economy proposed by NESI!


	More than 6000 people have attended the 10 NESI Forum presentations made from September to November 2016. Read more.


	CALL FOR PROPOSALS period is OPEN: Professionals and citizens are calling to participate in NESI programme. Find out more!


	We want to publicly thank you all our partners for your support to this challenging Global Forum on New Economy & Social Innovation. THANK YOU ALL, FOLKS!


	NESI Madrid is an opportunity to take part in one of the first pre-debates on New Economy & Social Innovation before April 2017.


	On Friday 16th September, the New Economy and Social Innovation Global Forum has been officially presented.


	Malaga in Spain hosts the First Global Forum on New Economy and Social Innovation. The event aims to become the “DAVOS” for the New Economy.


	How are we going to drive this new narrative? Our proposal is to co-create a “Manifesto for a New Economy”. In order to do that, we propose the next methodological process.


	Diego Isabel la Moneda presents this week NESI Global Forum at Green Summer University “Univerde 2016”.


	Presentando NESIFORUM 2017 en el evento de Local Futures “The ECONOMICS OF HAPPINESS”, Londres, 14 de septiembre 2016.


	The date SEPTEMBER 16TH marks the kick-off of all activity regarding NESI from now til April 2017, Malaga.


	Yesterday we met via streaming with more than 40 agents of social change from different countries to report on how to participate in organizing the first New Economy & Social InnovationGlobal Forum and to promote the exchange of ideas and knowledge.


	Don’t miss WEBINAR 20 JULY 2016. Due to the growing interest in learning more about NESI and how to participate, on Wednesday July 20 at 4:00pm (Spanish time) we will connect you via webinar to explain the project more in detail.


	Leading international organizations from social and economic world have gathered together this week to start working jointly in NESI, the first New Economy and Social Innovation Global Forum to be held in Malaga (Spain) in the spring of 2017.


	THINKING SESSION of NESIFORUM to be held on 28 JUNE 2016 in Malaga. Do not miss the opportunity to be part of NESIFORUM. Become a volunteer!


	From now until the date of the forum starts co-creation of the first Manifesto for a New Economy. Let’s Start!











Opinion


	Einstein is credited with the saying " We can not solve our problems with the same [...]

	What can the feminist movement contribute to the new economic models? As feminism moves through the [...]

	Which criteria do we use to decide if a bank is good or bad? One of [...]

	Article by Robin Ramakers / Colaboramerica. Living collaboration It´s a few months ago already that i [...]

	NESI Forum Málaga, attended by 700 opinion leaders from 43 countries, concluded after four days with 100 actions to change the world.


	Sustainable Brands was born to share experiences. Now they join also to NESI FORUM. See U there!


	The latest documentary by Upstream Podcast explores the history, the present and the future of the new economy movements.


	The success of a government must be defined by ‘its ability to facilitate the happiness and wellbeing of its citizens. Do not miss Bhutan’s experience presentation at NESI Forum.


	SIC speaks with Diego Isabel La Moneda from New Economy & Social Innovation Global Forum (NESI), about how we can work together to create the new economy.


	Economic activity must serve people and the planet. More than a new economy, we are talking about common-sense economics.


	Is it possible to have infinite growth in a finite planet? Is it possible to create global prosperity without economic growth?


	From an unbalanced economy to a human economy, by Katherine Trebeck, Senior Researcher for Oxfam GB,  and speaker in NESI Forum 2017


	Collaboration and interchange result in innovation and creativity, that is why the financing model of NESI Forum is based on the small contribution of many.


	Ka koroki te manu Creating our tomorrow These M?ori words are the theme of this year’s Social Enterprise World Forum one of the key supporters of NESIForum.


	How to sell in the new economy: It’s the marketing, stupid. Marketing is not only about needs and clearly not about creating needs. It is about value.


	Letter to Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), for the inclusion of the New Economy Movements in the agenda of the WEF’s General Assembly in Davos.


	You say you want a revolution? Beyond denouncing the conventional business model, some theories already lay the foundations for a new management paradigm.


	The new economy will be an economy at the service of people, or won’t’ be. It will cover needs and fulfill some “duties.” Read more.


	Colaboramerica is one of the interconnected international events under the framework of the Global Forum NESI “New Economy and Social Innovation”. Conclusions here.


	On the 8th of November 2016 the Source network of the New Economics Foundation and the Global Hub for the Common Good organised the webinar “Change the economy to save the climate”.


	What is sustainable fashion doing for a new economy? The Circular Project shows us on this post. Let It Slow! Continue reading…


	From degeneration to regeneration: read conclusions of this challenging event “Alternatives to Capitalism: The Solidarity Economy perspective”.


	We are glad to share this note from Dr. Marcos Eguiguren, Global Alliance for Banking on Values (GABV) Executive Director.


	Social enterprises satisfy the needs of the society they live in.
 Find out more!


	How to co-create a sharing territory? Strategies to be followed in a sharing territory that transform the economic model and improve happiness and the common good.


	Do you imagine economy serving people instead of people serving the economy? A fresh perspective on the benefits of nations shifting towards economic decentralisation and a more localised approach to trade.
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Stay updated!
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NESIforumFollow




Fer Benito@decodesurfer·

Palentino. Afincado en Málaga. @DiegoIsabel1 es el artífice de @nesiforum y de la noria social hub, una app donde 150 organizaciones sociales trabajan en red para co-crear en pos de la innovación y el desarrollo. Chapeau. https://t.co/6kzCef1rU2



NESIforum@nesiforum·

🔵 Ven a conocer a @ArroparteModaEc en las jornadas #EmpresasConPropósito de #Murcia. Empresa q diseña y confecciona prendas de vestir de algodón 100% orgánico, de comercio justo y de manera sostenible 👕👗 Paula Gorini, hablará sobre “Diseño, confección y producción en España”.
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